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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents findings of a Post Civic Election Inclusion Analysis of the 2019 Local
Government Elections specifically in Ubungo and Kigamboni Districts of Dar Es Salaam which
was undertaken by Tanzania Youth Coalition (TYC) under the auspices of the USHIRIKI
Coalition. The analysis gives details of the experiences of Youth, Women and Persons with
Disabilities (PWDs) with the 2019 PO-RALG managed Local Government Elections. The
analysis was done so that the lessons can inform future political inclusion policies, practices and
to improve the participation of PWDs, Women and Youth in the 2020 General Elections.
The analysis was structured on the basis of citizen’s record card (CRC) perception surveys
method and was done by way of interviews, literature review and focused group discussions.
The analysis reached 195 informants who included PWDs, Women, Youth, CSOs, Political
Parties and the PO-LARG representatives.
Generally, the analysis revealed that there is very limited information in the public domain
regarding the 2019 Local Government Elections in the two Districts and this according to the
respondents was largely due to the fact that a majority of credible CSOs did not observe or
comment on the Civic Polls.
The another finding of the analysis was that PWDs, Youth and Women expressed
dissatisfaction at the decision by the PO-LARG not subject to actual ballot casting the ruling
party contestants who went unopposed after the disqualification of about 94% out of the 98%
opposition party who had earlier shown interest to contest in the civic polls. An issue which led
to the opposition to completely boycott the Civic Polls in both Ubungo and Kigamboni.
Analysis also revealed that were no deliberate efforts by Government, CSOs, Political Parties
and PO-LARG from the two Districts to ensure effective participation of PWDs, Women and
Youth in the Ubungo and Kigamboni Civic Polls. The respondents attribute the failure mainly to
Political Parties lacking skills need for facilitate gender and political participation of PWDs,
Women and Youth. Therefore, even the little information which was available regarding the
2019 Civic Polls in Ubungo and Kigamboni was not disaggregated in terms of gender and this
made it difficult to ascertain the level of participation of especially PWDs and minority right
groups in the 2019 civic polls.
The analysis also revealed that there was no information on what happened on the actual
polling day because no actual casting of votes was done and none of the election actors
reached in the analysis survey commented on the voting procedures, counting process,
announcement of the results and other related issues.
The analysis therefore concluded that Youth, Women and PWDs in both District were not
satisfied with the awareness, voter education, participation, inclusion, information and support
provide to them by CSOs, Government, Political Parties and PO-RALG during the 2019 Civic
Polls.
The Analysis therefore recommends that Political Parties, CSOs, EMBs should immediately work
together with the Women, Youth and PWDs to alley the challenges/bottle necks revealed by the
analysis and ensure that favorable conditions for effective participation of the three groups are
put in place before the 2020 General Elections.
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1.0 Introduction
According to the Minister of State Regional Administration and Local Government overall 2019
Local Government Election outcome for the national as whole were that the 4,263 seats for
street chairpersonship and the 12,260 village chairperson (99.9%) were won by CCM and only
left 1 street to the chairpersonship of CHADEMA. In regard to suburbs chairpersonship 99.4%
seats and 99.6% (106,577) village seats were won by CCM. Further CCM won all the 114,925
street committee seats which was 99.9% of street committee seats.
The Minister also added that the total number of people who contested were 332,160 and the
contestation was broken down into 12,262 village chairpersonship, 4263 street chairperson and
63992 suburb chairpersonship and 106,622 women special seats and 145,021 mixed members
seats. The total number of registered 19, 681,259 voters which according to the Minister was
3,135,153 lower than the expected 22,916,412 voters. Women topped the lists of registered
voters which was 10,515,267 women and 9,552,992 men. In short CCM 62,927 (suburbs),
12,028 (village), 4,207 (streets), 105,953 (women) and 131,359 (mixed members).
The total number of contestants before the disqualification of contestants from the opposition
was 555,036 aspirants from 19 parties however only 97.3% returned duly filled in forms.
Despite the withdrawal CHADEMA won 19 suburbs, 39 women seats, 71 mixed seats, CUF 2
suburbs chairpersonship, 3 women seats and 14 mixed seats, Act-Mazalendo, 1 suburb, 11
mixed members and all others did not get any seats. All in all CCM won 99.77% seats and the
rest of the political parties 0.23%.
Before the disqualification and withdrawal of the opposition the following parties had registered
and wanted to contest in the elections Act-Mazalendo, NCCR, UDP, ADA-TADEA, TLP, UDP,
Democrasai-Makini, CHAUMA, UMD and AAFP.
In 2014 when all parties participated in the Local Government Elections the outcome of the
election were as follows; village votes was CCM 80.58%, CHADEMA 13.79%, CUF 4.22%,
NCCR-Mageuzi 0.15%, TLP 0.02% and NLD 0.02%. and the street results in 2014 were CCM
67.90%, CHADEMA 25.63%, CUF 7.27%, NLD 0.28%, NCCR-Mageuzi 0.25%, TLP 0.03%, UDP
0.03%, UDP 0.03% and ACT 0.03%. For the Suburbs 83.05%, CHADEMA 13.94%, CUF 3.63%,
NCCR-Mageuzi 0.19%, TLP 0.03%, NLD 0.00%, ACT 0.02 and UDP 0.05%.
According to PO-LARG the disqualification of opposition candidates was largely due to the fact
that the candidates wrongly fill-in the forms and that some had a disputable social character
and not being eligible for being voted for. In this regard CCM attributes their parties no
disqualification to having taken an intensive training to candidate on the Local Government
Election Laws particularly the regulations governing the 2019 Local Government Elections. CCM
also reported having actually done mock sessions on how to fill-in the forms. However, the
opposition said this was just a political tactic to disqualify the opposition and they withdrew
because they could not normalize the exclusion of its candidates by participating in the illegal
elections.
Those disqualified in the elections also included Women and Youth but there was no data as to
whether PWDs and Minority Rights groups were disqualified nationally and in the two subject
Districts. Interviews with opposition representatives, Women and Youth in Kigamboni and
Ubungo shows that they greatly reduced the number of Women and participation in the 2019

Local Government Elections due to the opposition party’s boycott of the elections. CCM overall
reported that 51% Women and 49% Men women the elections—adding the high percentage of
Women was due to the 30% special seats allocated to women. According to the CHADEMA
Ubungo and Kigamboni representatives CHADEMA and other opposition parties had field 98%
candidates in the two districts before the disqualification of 94% of their contestants which
made them decide to boycott the elections.
1.1 Laws Applied in 2019 Local Government Elections
The electoral processes in Tanzania are governed by the Constitution of United Republic of
Tanzania, 1977, Principal Acts, Subsidiary Legislations, Government Circulars and guidelines
issued by Electoral Management bodies. The Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of
1977 provides for universal suffrage. It states that, every citizen of the United Republic of
Tanzania who have attained the age of eighteen years (18 years) is entitled to vote in any
election held in Tanzania.
The Principal laws which govern Local Government Elections are Local Authorities (Elections)
Act, (Cap 292 R.E 2002); The Local Government (District Authorities) Act, 1982 and The Local
Government (Urban Authorities) Act, 1982. These laws have given powers to the Prime Minister
to make regulations and issue guidelines for local government elections. Hence in 2014, local
government elections, the Prime Minister by Notice published in the gazette on 5th September,
2014 and issued a notice and date for Local Government Elections. That followed the issuance
of Local Government Election Rules for District and Urban Authorities by the Prime Minister
which was used to govern and conduct Local Government Elections in 2014. The regulations
made under Local Authorities (Elections) Act, (Cap 292 R.E 2002); The Local Government
(District Authorities) Act, 1982 and the Local Government (Urban Authorities) Act, 1982 for
2014. Local Government Elections. The major guidelines for the 2019 Local Government
Elections were regulations 4(1) (ii) (iii) and the government notice/announcements number
371, 372, 373, and 374 of 2019.
Under these regulations election campaigns only took seven days, and was done just before the
elections. The regulations also required candidates to be sponsored by political parties (no
independents). The positions which were being contested for in the 2019 Local Government
Election were the Chairpersonship of the Hamlet, Streets, and Villages. However, in Ubungo and
Kigamboni it was mainly the street chairpersonship with Kigamboni having 67 streets and
Ubungo 90 streets
1.2 Ubungo and Kigamboni District Profiles
Ubungo District has 90 streets and 14 sub-wards of Mburahati, Sinza, Makuburi, Manzase,
Ubungo, Makurumula, Mbezi, Msigani, Kimara, Saranga, Goba, Kibamba, Kwembe and Mabibo.
The District has a population of 1,031,349 people out of which 499,161 are Male and 532,188
are Female.
While Kigamboni District has 67 streets and 9 sub-wards of Kigamboni, Mjimwama, Kimbiji,
Vijibweni, Somangila, Tungi, Kibaha, Kisarawe and Pembamzazi. The District has a population
of 162,932 people out of which 81,199 are Male and 81,733 are Female.

1.3 Objective of the Analysis

The survey at contributing to the achievement of the following objectives:
 PO-LAR ability to deliver credible local government elections enhanced (cases studies of
Kigamboni and Ubungo Districts).


PWDs, Women and Youth participation and influence of the local government elections
enhanced.

 The PWDs, Women and Youth voice and perspective in the discourse on local
government elections enhanced.
 Increased evidence of the actualities of the 2019 local government election (Kigamboni
and Ubungo is available in the public domain.
 Collaboration and working relationships among PWDS, Women , Youth Civil Society,
Political Parties and PO-LAR improved and effective in delivering credible local
government elections.

1.4 Rationale of the analysis
TYC deemed this analysis and dialogues important due to the fact much has happened on the
Tanzania political landscape since the last Presidential and General Elections. There have been
outcries from various political and civic circles that the current regime has placed stringent
conditions on political parties in regard to political mobilization and outreach. The outcries have
also claimed that the government has placed a heavy load on people’s freedoms of association,
expression and assembly. Therefore TYC wanted to understand the experience of Women,
PWDs and Youth with the 2019 Local Government Elections which were held under the above
stated conditions.

PART II APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
2.0 Approach & Methodology
The analysis was initially intended to only include literature review and focused group
discussions. However due to lack of literature on the 2019 civic polls TYC undertook a
perception survey on the civic polls. The perception survey was structured on the citizen’s
record card (CRC) sought to get the Youth, PWDs and Women’s perceptions on the participants,
inclusion, support and information aspects of the civic polls.
2.1 Methodology
The project was implemented on three different methods and two instruments of assessing the
participation of PWDs, Women and Youth in the Local Government Elections in Ubungo and
Kigamboni Districts. This was done by using the differentiated methodology. Methodologies
these include: a desk research review of literature however due to limited information on the
2019 Local Government Elections in Ubungo and Kigamboni TYC also used a second method of
personal interviews with representative women, youth and PWDs. TYC also organized three
dialogues with the three groups to validate the data. Secondary data was collected from
Political parties.
2.2 Sampling
The interviews reached 60 respondents (Youth, Women and PWDs) all of whom were randomly
picked and the three focused groups were attended by 135 participants who were picked by the
local government authorities based on a criteria given by TYC which was representative of all
social groups.
The focused group discussions can be disaggregated as following:
 40 PWDs, 22 MALE and 18 FEMALE.
 45 WOMEN 43 FEMALE AND 2 MALE
 40 YOUTH 25 MALE and 15 FEMALE
2.3 Literature review
There is not much alternative information about the 2019 Local Government Elections because
government denied such credible elections observation bodies like TACCEO the rights to either
undertake voter education or observe the 2019 Local Government Elections in including in
Ubungo were all the 90 streets were won by CCM and in Kigamboni were the 67 seats won by
CCM after the withdrawal of the opposition parties, who before the withdraw had field 98% out
of who 94% were disqualified.
This has created a very pronounced deficiency of information on the 2019 Local Government
Process and the only source of information available in the public domain are media reports and
official but not disaggregated data provided by PO-LARG . Further unlike the 2015 Local
Government Elections there is not much evidence about the 2019 Local Government Election
because not much content was shared on the social media in terms of pictures, and videos
regarding the election situation in the field including in Kigamboni and Ubungo because of what
Political Parties, Youth, Women and PWDs said are stringent media and information laws.
Therefore, without well disaggregated information and data in terms of gender and participation
of various social groups it has been hard for the public to understand what really transpired

during the 2019 Local Government Elections across the country including in Kigamboni and
Ubungo Districts.
The situation is even worse among the CSOs which have perennially been the key source of
alternative information because the only kind of information that they have been able to
publicize has that which was gathered during the pre-election period, most of which only details
the registration process and the actions taken by various political parties to encourage their
members to register and vie for various positions.
The literature review also revealed that there was no information regarding the actual polling
day because no actual casting of votes therefore it was not easy to comment on the voting
procedures, counting process, announcement of the results and other related issues because
CSOs and other election interest group did not get permits to monitor or observe the 2019 Civic
Polls.
2.4 Interviews and questions
A simple issues-based approach was in the study. The Key research question was formulated
for the four areas of:
a. Satisfaction with the civic polls in general,
b. Provision of awareness and voter education,
c. Support from political parties, CSOs and PO-RALG, and
d. Inclusiveness of the civic polls.
The interviews covered 20 representatives of PWDs, 20 representatives of Women and 20
representatives of Youth interviewed. For supplementary data 3 representatives of Political
Parties and 5 Representative of CSOs were interviewed.
2.5 Focused group discussions
Three focused group discussions were which aimed at getting and discussing the Youth,
Women and PWD’s experiences, challenges and lessons learnt the 2019 civic polls in Ubungo
and Kigamboni expected to be used in improving the participation of Youth, Women and PWDs
in the forthcoming elections.
The discussion were also structure around the following questions:
a. Satisfaction with the civic polls in general,
b. Provision of awareness and voter education,
c. Support from political parties, CSOs and PO-RALG, and
d. Inclusiveness of the civic polls.




40 PWDs, 22 male and 18 Female.
45 women and 2
40 Youth 25 male and 14 female

2.6 Limitations
1. Due to insufficient funding for undertaking a fairly large survey which would have involved
the all a larger sample and probably all wards in Dar Es Salaam TYC limited the analysis to
Kigamboni and Ubungo the newest Districts of the Region.
2. The analysis was first planned to only include a desktop analysis and focused group
discussions but due to the unavailability of literature on the 2019 Civic Polls TYC also
interviewed individuals, political parties and CSOs.
3. The opposition political parties at the headquarters did not readily provide information and
when the data was provided by opposition political party chairpersons at the District levels, the
opposition said that the data should not be used because they did not want anything to do with
the 2019 civic polls from which they had withdrawn/boycotted.
2.7 Research Team
The analysis was led by Mr. Zaa Twalangeti with the support of two enumerators Mrs. Aiyana
Makando and Mr. Nicas Nibengo. The internal TYC quality control was done by Mr. Rogers
Fungo the Project Manager from TYC.

PART III PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

3.1 Statistical Report

3.1.2 Demographic Details of Respondents
Age: 50% were aged 18-25% years, 16.7% 25-35 years, 16.7% 35 to 45 years, 21.3 % 45
and 55 years and 4.3% above 55 years.
Gender: 66.7% of the respondents were Female, 33.4 % were Male
Education: 82% of the respondents were standard 7, 17% form 4 and 1% standard 4.
Location domicile: 50% Ubungo and 50% Kigamboni
Political affiliation: Youth 80% no affiliation & 20% affiliated, Women 45% no affiliation &
55% affiliated and PWD 95% no affiliation & 5% affiliated

POLICITAL PARTIES PARTCIPATION
Graph 1: Ruling Party in Ubungo & Kigamboni

30.3 % Men/Women, 25% Youth, 30% Special seat, 13.7% women only seats and 1% Persons with
Disabilities went unopposed in both Ubungo& Kigamboni District (Data source: Dar Es Salaam CCM
Youth Chair).

Graph 2 Opposition Parties Participation before withdrawal in Kigamboni and Ubungo

OPPOSITION PARTICIPATIONIN UBUNGO &
KIGAMBONI
BEFORE WITHDRAWAL/BOYCOTT

51% Combined
Women & Men

7% Youth

30% Special Seats

10 %
Women only

51 % Men/Women, 7% Youth, 30% Special seat and 10% women contested before the withdrawal
/boycott of Civic Polls by the opposition. It should be noted that even before the withdrawal the
opposition only fielded 98% contestant and not 100% (Data source Opposition Party Chairperson in
Ubungo & Kigamboni).

Graph 3: Youth Satisfaction with the Poll in both Districts

10% of the Youth said that they were satisfied while 90% said they were not satisfied with the
polls (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions

Graph 4: Women satisfaction with the Polls

5% of the Women said that they were satisfied, while 95% said they were not satisfied with the
polls (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions)

Graph 5: Persons with Disabilities Satisfaction with the Polls

All Persons with Disabilities interviewed were not satisfied with the Polls (Source of data:
Interviews & Focused Group Discussions)

Graph 7: Awareness & Voter education to Youth

5% of Youth said that they received voter education and were aware about the election
processes, while 95% said they had not received voter education and were not duly aware
about the election process (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions)

Graph 8: Awareness & Voter education to Women

10% of women said that they received voter education and were aware about the election
processes, while 90% said they had not received voter education and were not duly aware
about the election process (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions)

Graph 9: Awareness & Voter education to PWDS

All 100% of PWDS said that they did not receive voter education and were not duly aware about
the election processes (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions)
Graph 10 Youth Participation

10% of the Youth said they effectively participate while 90% they did not effectively participate
(Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions).

Graph 11 Women participation

23% of the women said they effectively participated while 77% they did not effectively
participate (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions).

Graph 12 PWDs Participation

All PWDs reached said they did not effectively participate in the 2019 civic polls. (Source of
data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions).

Graph 13 Support and facilitation of Youth

15% of Youth said they were facilitated and supported, while 85% said they were neither
facilitated nor supported to participate in the 2019 civic polls. (Source of data: Interviews &
Focused Group Discussions).

Graph 14 Support and facilitation of Women

20% of Women said they were facilitated and supported, while 80% said they were neither
facilitated nor supported to participate in the 2019 civic polls. (Source of data: Interviews &
Focused Group Discussions).

Graph 15 Support and facilitation of PWDs

All PWDS reached said they were facilitated and supported, to effectively participate in the 2019
civic polls. (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions).

Graph 16 Knowledge about the polling day Actualities

All respondents reached by analysis survey said they did not know what actually transpired on
the polling day. (Source of data: Interviews & Focused Group Discussions).

3.2 FOUCED GROUP DISCUSSIONS
3.2.1 Focused Group discussions for Youth
The analysis revealed that Youth across the board in Ubungo and Kigamboni faced the following
participation related challenges in 2019 civic polls:




Withdrawals of opposition political parties – All the groups mentioned withdraw of
the position as one of the major challenges saying that it denied Youth the opportunity
to cast the vote.
Nepotism- Nepotism was also seen to have been a hindrance to fair Youth participation
in the Kigamboni Local Government Election Elections in that Youth who had relatives in
high positions within political parties had a bigger chance of being nominated than those
without relatives.



Moral decays- The community dissatisfaction with the moral-standing of most youth
was a challenge in that most Youth were deemed not fit for election due to this
perception.



Corruptions – It was also said that older and rich politicians used their wealth to lure
voters therefore denied youth an equal opportunity to participate in the elections.



Affiliation- The fact that 80% of the Youth who attended the focused group
discussions were not affiliated to any political party was a hindrance to their
participation.



Appreciation: The dialogues session revealed that political parties do not values the
contribution of youth but just take advantage of their number and ability to mobilize.



Youth integration: Both Districts do not have effective ways in involving youth in the
development processed



Lack of finances: The youth expressed concern at the detrimental role money played in the
2019 election in that the older and richer contestants from all political parties lured voters a long
time before the way before the withdrawal of the opposition parties.



Mare puppets: The youth also noted that most youth were merely used as puppets of older
politicians



Coordination & facilitation: The youth noted that there is no youth coordinating organization
or network on election participation of youth, before youth enter the election process without
support.

3.2.2 Focused Group discussions for Persons with Disabilities
The analysis revealed that Person with Disabilities across the board in Ubungo and Kigamboni
had the following perception regarding the 2019 civic polls:

●

Involvement-People with disabilities were will to participate but were not effectively
included or involved in the election process.

●

Communication: This is one of the key challenges which was experienced by People
with disabilities during 2019 local government elections but also during their daily life
within the’’ Our main challenge is communication with the community, we need
translators to facilitate communication between us and those who are not disabled”
hinted one participant.

●

Lack of support from Local government officials -The participant explained that
the local government leaders are not cooperative to persons with disabilities and have
turned a cold shoulder when PWDs have approached them to seek clarification or
explanations on various issues.

●

Inclusion in society and political parties- The PWDs complained that they have not
been satisfactorily been included/integrated in political parties and the election process,
largely due to the stereotype that PWDs cannot perform well. “I was rejected to register
by the leader of a certain political party just because of my disability”, stressed one
participant.
Access to building: “we fail to access some of the building especially us people with
physical disabilities and this prevents us from effectively participating in the election
process but also other development activities”, said one participant.

●

●

Discrimination by the community: “We are still discriminated and isolated in some
areas and community does not integrate us and this poses a challenge out participation
on politics and election” noted one participant.

●

Social change: Person with disabilities are ready for social changes but the support of
government, CSOs and Political parties.

●

Financial muscle: PWDs expressed that they failed to effectively engage in the 2019
polls for lack of financial resources to run campaigns.

●

Awareness: PWDs noted lack of appropriate awareness and voter education as another
huddle to their effective participation in the 2019 civic polls in Kigamboni and Ubungo
Districts.

3.2.3 Focused Group discussions for Youth Women
The analysis revealed that Women across the board in Ubungo and Kigamboni had the
following perception regarding the 2019 civic polls:


Stereotypes: That there are still stereotypes among the population in the two Districts
that women are incapable to lead



Gender Blindness: There is no gender consideration in most parties

▪

Male chauvinism: Most party leadership positions are held by men so the selection of
contestants is done using a male perspective.

▪

Social construct: Due to the social construct which exclude women the women
complained that they often do not participate local community leadership

▪

Financial capacity: Women who said they are financially weaker than their male
counterparts said money still plays a very crucial role in local politics as was evidenced
by men using money to lure voters.

▪

Scheduling of meeting: The women failed to effectively participate because of the
scheduling of political rallies and meetings which were often in the evening when the
women had to be home.

▪

Support & facilitation: The women also complained that the lack of women support
organization’s presence in the 2019 Local Government Elections in Ubungo made the
women not to have confidence to participate in the elections.

PART FIVE INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
5.1 Interpretation of general findings
▪

It was established that PO-LARG and Political Parties did not have good documentation
and data disaggregation mechanisms.

▪

It was established that none of the respondents knew what transpired during the polling
day therefore it was not easy to comment on the voting procedures, counting process,
announcement of the results and other related issues because CSOs and other election
interest group did not get permits to monitor or observe the 2019 Civic Polls.

▪

It was established that it was not possible to undertake only desktop literature review
because not much data was available regarding the 2019 Local Government Election
largely due credible civil society organization not observing or commenting on the Civic
Polls.

▪

It was established that Women, PWDS and Youth in the two Districts felt that they had
been disenfranchised due to the withdrawal of Opposition parties and the election
management body PO-LARG declaring the ruling party candidates as automatic winners
without subjecting them to a ballot.

▪

It was established that PO-LARG failure to maintain the gains made in the participation
of Women, Youth and PWDs in the 2014/15 Local Government and Presidential &
General Elections by allowing the decline of Youth participation should be a matter of
concern.

▪

It was established that Local Government Election management body PO-LARG and the
political parties were not responsive to the demands of PWDs therefore the poor
participation and contestation of the PWDs in the 2019 Local Government Elections in
both Kigamboni and Ubungo Districts.

▪

It was established that the failure of CSOs in particular to groups such as women, Youth
and PWDs to undertake voter education, monitoring, observation and comment on the
2019 Local Government Election was a great retrogression on the progress made in
2014/15 in terms of civil society engagement and influence of the Local Government and
Presidential Elections.

▪

It was established that political parties seem not to be oriented to the gender and rights
of minority people therefore the political parties did not consider these groups on their
candidature lists.

▪

It was established that PO-LARG being a government organ run by government
operatives was seen by most political parties as not being able to deliver free and fair
elections.

▪

It was established that opposition political parties did not internalizing the election
regulations for 2019 Local Government Elections and this contributed to the
disqualification of 94% of the opposition party representatives.

▪

It was established that Women in both Ubungo and Kigamboni, apart from the special
seats did not competitively participate in the 2019 Civic Polls especially in the mixed men
and women seats.

5.1.1 Interpretation of finding from PWDs
▪ It was established that there was no broad based community awareness of the political
participation of PWDs notion/concept among Political Parties and the local communities
in the two Districts.
▪ It was established that this time around CSOs did not very much advocate for the policy
inclusion of PWDs
▪ It was established that no special capacity building was done to political parties on the
subject of PWDs political participation by either PO-RALG or CSOs.
▪ It was established that there were no interpreters especially during campaigns,
registration process and in Medias to aid in conveying correct information to people with
difficulties in hearing and deaf.
▪ It was established that elections management body PO-LARG did not comprehensively
address the issues of PWDs participation as such they were left behind.
▪ It was established that no deliberate ere efforts taken to change the negative
community perception towards Person with Disabilities.
▪ It was established that were no language translators placed in every public events and
campaign so as to ensure effective participation of PWDS in the 2019 Local Government
Elections in the two Districts.
5.1.2 Interpretation of finding from Women
▪ It was established that women were registered more but did not vote due to the
withdrawal of opposition parties and PO-LARG’s failure to subject the candidate who
went unopposed to the ballot/actual casting of votes.
▪ It was established that the process of selecting candidates within the parties was not
gender considerate therefore many women were left out on the party candidature.
▪ It was established that gender setup within the Ubungo/Kigamboni communities proved
to be a barrier to women's effective participation in the elections; socially women are
expected to take the political preference of their husbands.
▪ It was established that the campaign timing also proved not conducive to women
because most campaigns could go until late hours as such most women did not attend.
▪ It was established that monetary and sexual corruption were deterring elements for
women participation because this was rife from party selection to the actual elections.
▪ It was established that women have less financial muscle than men as such they lack
the resources to competitively run campaigns.

5.1.3 Interpretation of finding from Youth
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

It was established that the majority of Youth who attended the dialogue or interviewed
during the analysis survey were not affiliated to any political party.
It was established that Youth felt that political parties do not values the contribution of
Youth but just take advantage of their number and ability to mobilize.
It was established that both Districts do not have effective ways in involving Youth in
the development processed
It was established that Youth are concern at the detrimental role money played in the
2019 election in that the older and richer contestants from both the opposition and
ruling parties lured voters a long time before, even the withdrawal of the opposition
parties because they had money to run their campaigns.
It was established that most Youth could not be nominated for contesting in the Civic
Polls because of the perceived bad social and moral standing.
It was established that the Youth were merely used as puppets of older politicians
It was established that Youth coordinating organizations and networks did not support
Youth participation in the 2019 Civic Polls in the two Districts.

PART SIX CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusion
The analysis therefore concludes that Youth, Women and PWDs in both District were not
satisfied with the awareness, voter education, participation, inclusion, information and support
provide to them by CSOs, Government, Political Parties and PO-RALG during the 2019 Civic
Polls.
6.2 Recommendations
After a review of the Women, Youth and PWDs experiences provide through the interviews,
desktop focused group discussion analysis TYC would like to makes the following main
recommendation; that Political Parties, CSOs, EMBs should immediately work together with the
Women, Youth and PWDs to alley the challenges/bottle necks revealed by the analysis and
ensure that favorable conditions for effective participation of the three groups are put in place
before the 2020 General Elections and specific recommendation listed below:
6.2.1 Political parties
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

There is need for civic society, development partners and political parties to put in place
a good documentation mechanism
There is need to mainstream the collection of sex- and age-disaggregated data
There is a need for the government and political parties to consider support for youth,
females and PWDS aspirants in order to empower them to compete on a level playing
field with their male counterparts.
There is need to review the Political Parties Act and ensure the internal democracy is
inclusive.

62.2 Government
▪ There is a need for the government to ensure that election regulations are deliberated
on by Political Parties before hand
▪ There is a need for deliberate efforts by the political parties and EMB/NEC to ensure that
concerns of PWDs which were raised by SHIYVYAWATA after the 2015 are acted
upon/collectively resolved.
▪ There is a need for CSOs to deliberate with the government and agree on the criteria for
granting observer and voter education permits so as to increase the number of CSOs
participating in the election process thereby also increasing the amount of alternative
information of the election process.
▪ While the 2019 regulations assigned the role of voter education to the District Council
practice reviewed that not main people were reached unlike when the voter education
has included civic society actors. There the civic education should be done by an
assortment of actors but coordinated by the EMB/NEC.
▪ The Government should strengthen efforts to implement the National Gender Policy
which provides for a minimum of 50 percent representation of women at all levels of
political participation and the government should continue to ensure that women are
well represented among election officials at all levels throughout the country.
▪

Since opposition parties do not have confidence with PO-RALG there is need for the
government to ensure that PO-LARG is capacitated with want is needed to deliver
credible elections.

▪

There is a need for the government and political parties to consider support for youth,
females and PWDS aspirants in order to empower them to compete on a level playing
field with their male counterparts.

6.2.3 CSOs
▪ There is a need for civil society actors who work on issues of gender and social inclusion
to work with all political parties so as to educate the party leaders and cadres about the
subject on gender and political participation of women, youth and PWDs.
▪ There is a need for special outreach to especially Youth from the opposition to educate
them about the importance of Youth political participation.
▪ There is also a need for political parties to be oriented to the notion of social inclusion of
minority groups by exposing them to the rights of minority groups.
▪

There is a need for the government and political parties to consider support for youth,
females and PWDS aspirants in order to empower them to compete on a level playing
field with their male counterparts.

Advocate for the start of constitutional review process, to ensure that the new
constitution enshrines gender-equitable principles in accordance with the country’s
international, regional and national commitments, including the African Union’s Agenda
2063, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW), and the Beijing Platform for Action.
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2. PERSON INTERVIEWED
1. OPPOSITION PARTY CHAIRPERSON-UBUNGO
2. OPPOSITIIO PARTY CHAIRPERSON PERSON-KIGAMBONI
3. RULING PART YOUTH CHAIRPERSON DAR ES SALAAM
4. 10 PERSONS IN UBUNGO
5. 10 PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES IN KIGAMBONI
6. 10 YOUTH FROM UBUNGO
7.10 YOUTH FRM KIGANBONI
8. 1 SHYVYAWATA REPRESENTATIVE
9. 3 PWDs, YOUTH & WOMEN CSO REPRESENTATIVES
10. 10 WOMEN FROM KIGAMBONI
11.10 WOMEN FROM UBUNGO
3. FOCUSED GROUP DISCUSSIONS
1. 40 PWDs, 22 MALE and 18 FEMALE.
2. 45 WOMEN 43 FEMALE AND 2 MALE
3. 40 YOUTH 25 MALE and 15 FEMALE

QUESTIONNAIRES
SET1: FOR WOMEN, YOUTH AND PWDS
1. DEMOGRAHIC DETAILS
NAME (OPTIONAL)
AGE (TICK)
18-25
25-35
35-45
CONTACT

Phone

Email

GENDER

FEMALE

MALE

DISABILITY
(TICK)

YES

NO

Physical

45-55

55 & Above

POLITICAL
AFFILICATION
(TICK)
DOMICILE
(TICK)

YES

NO

KIGAMBONI UBUNGO

2. SATIFACTION WITH POLLS
2.1 Did you participate in the 2019 Civic Polls In YES
Kigamboni/Ubungo
2.2 Where you satisfied with your participation
2.3 If not why?

3. Awareness & Voter Educations
3.1 Did you receive adequate information and voter YES
education during 2019 Civic Polls In Kigamboni/Ubungo
3.2 Where you satisfied with your with the information and
voter education
3.3 If not why?

4. Support from Government, PO-LARG, CSOs & Political Parties
2.1 Did you get support from the Government, Po-LARG, YES
CSOs or Political Parties during the 2019 Civic Polls
2.2 Where you satisfied with your participation
2.3 If not why?
5. Inclusiveness of the Civic Polls
2.1 Where the Civic Polls inclusive?
2.2 Where you satisfied with the inclusiveness of the Civic
Polls
2.3 If not why?

5. Polling day actualities

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

2.1 Did the actual polling takes place in your ward

YES

NO

2.2 Did you cast the actual vote
2.3 If not why?

2.4 What was striking about the polling day in your ward?

6. Respondent’s own opinion.
Please provide any information that you would like TYC to know about the civil polls in your
ward…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
THANK YOU FOR THE RESPONSES!

SET2: FOR POLITICAL PARTIES, LGA & CSO
TYPE OF FORMATION
Civil Society Organization
Political Party
LGA
PO-LARG
DISTRCT
PHONE/EMAIL
POSITION
1. How many of your members/constituency participation in the elections by:
Voting …………………
Contesting……………
Registering…………..
2 Give disaggregated data in terms of gender, age, disability, and social exclusion
Youth……………………..
Women………………….
PWDS……………………
Other minority rights group……………….
3. What support did you provide to the following groups?
Women………………………………………
Youth
PWDs……………………………………….
4. What challenges did your members /constituency face during the civic Polls
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
THANKS FOR YOUR RESPONSES!

TANZANIA YOUTH COALITION (TYC).
Akachube Road, House No. 17, Kijitonyama.
P.O.BOX 32748
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Phone: +255 (0)-222-701-095
Email:info@tzyc.org
Website: www.tzyc.org

